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From author Jaymin Eve comes a new chapter in the Supernatural Prison World.... Maximus

Compass is a vampire without direction. Without heart. And without soul. He lost his true mate in the

great battle against the dragon king, and now must face life alone. And yet something is happening

to his agony. It's fading away, leaving him with barely a memory of the female he believed to be his

one and only. As his mind clears he starts to wonder if the mate bond had been nothing more than a

manufactured ploy. This suspicion explodes within him right around the time he runs back into a

certain wolf shifter. Mischa Lebron is a complication he doesn't need in his life. He can't erase her

from his mind though, and while memories of his supposed true mate continue to fade into mere

shadows, his one night with Mischa is blazingly strong. But they're not of the same supernatural

race, so there's no way for a true bond to exist between them. Right? When an old threat rips apart

their pack, Maximus will come to realize that he would do anything to save Mischa. That the mate

he thought was perfect and precious was nothing on the shifter he walked away from. Now Maximus

truly has everything to lose.
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So as usual I could not put this book down. I don't know how Jaymin took a character like Mischa

who was weak, frustrating and annoying into someone who was strong, funny and capable? I'm

sorry but I'm not sorry that I am 100% team Mischa now. I was glad that there was some of Jessa

and Braxton, who knew they were such great supporting characters. They did not overpower the



story they made it better. This was definitely a Max and Mischa story, but with all my favorite supes

involved. I love Max even more now, he could do so little wrong. I just loved the story, Jaymin can

do no wrong in my eyes. It made me scared and emotional and laugh out loud. I cannot wait for the

next supe to get his story! Highly recommend this one regardless if you read the Supernatural

Prison series or not.

I have loved all of the books from the Supernatural prison series and I think I loved this one just a

little bit more.First, this book can be read as a stand alone. There is enough detail from the previous

events that you won't have an issue understanding what's going on. That being said, but why?

WHY? The series this spins off from is totally worth the time to devour it first.On to this book. I think

what I loved best about this book was the dual point of view. The first three books were totally from

Jessa point of view. This book goes back and forth between Max and Mischa. That was a big

change and I think it was brilliant. I enjoyed it just that little bit more that brought it to a 5 star book

for me.I love this world that Jaymin Eve has created. I love how it is a mix of all the supernatural

races all trying to get along. I love that there are power hungry sups that make that world a mess

just like happens in our world. When a paranormal world parallels the real world, it becomes very

very interesting. This world does that.I have already fallen for these characters from the precious

books but I would really love Max even if I'd just met him in this book. He experienced something

that is truly horrible. I felt for him. I cried with him. And I wanted to hold him. He beats himself up a

lot in this book. It's his protective side that failed to see and protect that he's upset about. I love him

for it even though I forgave him.I love how Mischa comes into her own personality in this book.

During the first three books, I wasn't sure I even liked her. She seemed weak and made some pretty

bad mistakes. But in this book we get caught up on what was going through her head and how

those things went down. It's always better to have the whole story. And strong? There girl is

seriously strong. Her sister has nothing on this girl.Of course, I still love Braxton and Jess, the other

boys and Luis. Jonathon did some redeeming in my eyes and I finally get Mischa's mom. Yeah, I

didn't like her much but I get her now. That's one thing that makes these characters real. They do

make bad choices at time but when you stand in their shoes you get perspective, you see their why.

Then it makes sense. An important lesson for anyone.As for the story? Loved it. Something I've

finally noticed about this author is her ability to resolve the couple problem before and away from

the actual climax of the story. I really don't like books that make you wait till the bitter end of book for

the couple to figure things out and then it ends. I like to see the couple together, being a couple.

And I like it even more when they work together to resolve this problems they both face. That's what



this author is a master at doing. Again I am reminded of JLA books. And if you know me? That's

some very high praise right there.Really you need to read this whole series and this spin off. Anyone

who enjoys a good paranormal romance needs to gets these in their library and then move them to

the top of the TBR list!

Where to start.....It was another AWESOME book from Jaymin Eve! It did not disappoint! First off I

love Maximus and have since the first Supernatural prison book. I didn't hate Mischa from the

beginning but she wasn't my favorite by any means, but in this book she definitely changes your

outlook on her life and what she has had to endure. She becomes someone you can relate to and

admire from her growing confidence and sense of humor to her better outlook on life. I love how

Braxton and Jessa are still a continuous presence in this book but are great supporting characters.

It was great to see how Maximus and Mischa have grown since the end of the third supernatural

prison book as well as the quads.Broken Compass is a continuation of the Supernatural Prison

series and can be read a stand alone with NO cliffhangers. But I seriously recommend reading the

series first. It gives you a lot of background information for this book. You won't be disappointed if

you do! I highly recommend to anyone that loves a great read! I could not put it down!

A MUST READ!!! Now before I start - if you have not read any of the Supernatural Prison Books you

need to first as this story takes place a few months after that trilogy ends, and you will be missing a

lot of backstory (plus the Supernatural Prison Trilogy is AMAZING).This is the story of Maximus and

Mischa - it is full of love, heartache, passion, adventure, and so much action you really don't know

what will happen next! What I loved most about this story was it really answered a lot of questions I

had once I finished the Supernatural trilogy and proved not everything is what it seems. The name

speaks volumes - Broken Compass is exactly what the book is - a broken Maximus and Mischa

coming to terms with what is happening to them and what they must do to mend the fractures of

their heart and soul. You will absolutely love this book!

I came into this book wanting to know more about Max's story, not so much Mischa. She wasn't

exactly the kind of character you wanted to know more of in the last book. Well, this book gives a

whole different t perspective and we see her blossom before our eyes!! Transgressions that

happened in the last book were explained. I didn't feel myself irritated with her at all this book! There

are little clues left in this book that leave unanswered questions/theories that make me SO excited

for the next spinoff! I don't know how Jaymin does it but im truly amazed at the speed she puts out



material but stil manages to deliver the same level of awesomeness in each book
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